
Overview

LogistiVIEW’s Vision Picking and Put Wall reinvents order fulfillment for warehouse 

operations. Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and computer vision 

combine to deliver intuitive visual instructions to empower worker productivity.

� Worker wears AR smart glasses and sees virtual pick-to-light system overlaid on 

real-world pick locations or put wall slots

� Visual and audio cues guide worker to locate, retrieve, scan, and fulfill each order 

accurately - every single time

� Constant barcode scanning with computer vision, and interpretation of context 

through AI deliver optimized steps to e�ciently complete tasks

� All the advantages of hardware lights without infrastructure or installation costs of 

traditional pick/put wall technologies

With easy integration to an existing automation and WMS, and flexibility to be moved 

anywhere, the solution enables distribution centers to extend the life of their warehouse, 

while increasing the e�ciency and satisfaction of their frontline workforce.

Part of the LogistiVIEW Connected Worker Platform, enabling a new collaboration 

between worker and technology to power Supply Chain 4.0.
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Visual 
toolset to 

equip 
warehouse 
workers to 
perform at 
their best

The result? The right information, at the right time, 
to make the task easier, safer, and more accurate.



Extending 
the life of the 
warehouse 
in supply 
chain 4.0

� Persistent visual cues direct worker 

through each step, advancing only as 

requirements of each task are met

� Mistakes are flagged for correction to 

avoid costly errors

� Unnecessary information is filtered out to 

avoid information overload 

� Guidance and confirmation of decisions 

across repetitive tasks

� E�ortless interface eliminates guesswork 

and unnecessary steps 

� Universally-recognizable instructions 

through colors, symbols, and visuals

� Training in 15 minutes or less 

� Flexible to move, reconfigure locations 

anywhere in the warehouse

� Easily integrate with existing automation, 

WMS, IoT tools

� A more natural interaction with complex 

data and automation 

� Equip workers with cutting-edge tools to 

confidently do their jobs 

Features

Smarter Order Fulfillment
� Rapidly create a pick or put system anywhere 

� Accelerate order fulfillment with clear, easy-to-follow guidance 

� Streamline throughput, optimize workforce operations, reduce worker fatigue 

� Roll out across diverse workforces of multiple skills/languages

� Increase worker confidence & job satisfaction

� Easily design & deploy customized workflows 

� Expand & scale up a�ordably by paying for users not locations
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Get started today

20%↑
Increase put 
rates by 20%

80%↓
80% less 
investment than 
traditional lights

50%↓
50% less 
investment than 
voice system

15MIN
Onboard new 
sta� in 15 
minutes or less

0$
$0 to expand to
new locations


